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Time to bring Ferry back to Hawks fold 

By: Steve Hummer 

Watching the Hawks dismantle Cleveland Wednesday, turning LeBron James into a fourth-quarter bench 

accessory, one non-Shelvin Mack thought came to mind: 

It’s time to come home Danny Ferry. 

On “indefinite leave” since early September for repeating a racist comment included in a scouting report 

on Luol Deng, Ferry has watched from limbo as a team he crafted and a coach he hired has done some 

quite nice stuff. 

Ferry has paid penance enough for a moment’s indiscretion. He’ll be answering to that inflammatory 

assessment of Deng for the span of his career. There’ll be this twinge of shame that just won’t quite go 

away. And good for that – it will make him a better man. If I thought Ferry wouldn’t grow from this 

incident, I’d probably feel differently. But for someone who said something so dumb about Deng, Ferry 

is just too smart not to turn it into an avenue of self-improvement, a healing dose of humility. 

The fact that Hawks CEO Steve Koonin didn’t fire Ferry when his comment was first leaked anticipated a 

moment exactly like this: Time dulling initial outrage to Ferry’s statement; the team healthy and intact, 

proving the worth of Ferry’s design; a forgiving mood growing as the Hawks play some of their most 

inspired basketball in years. 

We have arrived at the junction of events when it is either time to forgive and move on or cut Ferry free. 

Based on the fact that his team and his coach are the best sporting properties in Atlanta at the moment, 

the former would seem the way to go. He is too valuable to throw away for this offense. It is time for 

Ferry to come back to work and face both the potential of his team and the problems of his own making 

head-on. 

Oh, one other thought in the aftermath of Wednesday’s loud win: 

It’s also time for the sale of the team to be consummated. For how much longer can the Hawks keep 

winning because of an absent GM and in spite of the Atlanta Spirit? 

 


